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. 
Fatigue test data and analyses a re  presented indicating that the results of 
a single fatigue test in the  short life range plus mechanical properties of the 
material are al l  that is needed to  predict S-N characteristics of notched 
specimens for tension-tension loading. 
stress concentration, the method is applicable to structural parts where 
neither average stresses nor stress concentrations are known. 
Jhdependat of n o ~ ~ i n d  stress or 
While confirmed by tests on 7075-T6 aluminum alloy only, the 
method should be applicable to most alloys having a low sensitivity to strain 
hardening or softening. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This research program was sponsored by NASA Lewis Research Center under 
Contract NASS-7268. 
a method whereby S-N characteristics of notched specimens can be predicted, 
given static tensfle propertFes for the material and a datum point representing the 
iat&gi.e iue of such specimens for a given loading. The present program is limited 
to 7075-T6 aluminum alloy, tests on notched and unnotched specimens befng in- 
cluded as part of the investigation. 
The overall objective of this investigation is to obtah 
A method for using stat ic tensile properties of a material for relatin 
strain range to fatigue life was developed by NASA Lewis Research Center 1, f 
which can be expressed by the following equation: 
DO. 6 
0) . . .  + 3 . 5 U U  A €  = 
E NfUma 7 
where 
uu = ultimate tensile strength, psi 
D = *iccuiQ-,:n 1 on 
100 - RA 
RA = reduction in area, percent 
Nf = number of cycles to failure 
The validity of the method has been amply confirmed by test data for many alloys 
(Ref. 1, 2). Being valid for reversed straining (R = -1) only, the method in its 
present form is not applicable to many structural components subjected to uni- 
directional loading or where tensile and compressive loading are of unequal mag- 
nitude. 
The smith method 3, 4 of predicting fatigue life is based on the use of a 
single datum point representing the life of a structure (or notched specimen) in the 
short life range to estimate the stress range at  point of crack initiation. The stress 
range is then prorated directly for other loads to establish S-N characteristics of 
the structure. Of special importance is the fact that neither nominal stress nor 
stress concentration a re  needed; however, a family of S-N curves and a stress- 
strain curve for the material are  required. 
1 
It was first thought that by using some form of Goodman diagram to 
translate strafn ranges for reversed loading (as obtained from Equation 1) in terms 
of S-N curves for unnotched material the Smith method could then be used for pre- 
dlcting S-N characteristics of notched specfmens. AS it turned out, a form of Good- 
man diagram was used to provide information insmmental in modifying Equation 0) 
for cycling at other than R = -1. This permlts using the bask premise of the Smfth 
method (that of using a single datum pofnt) to estimate lives of notched specimens 
for various ktlgue loadings, using strain ranges obtained directly from mechanical 
properties of the material. Hereinafter noted as the Modified NASA Lewis method, 
it overcomes one of the basic faults of the Smfth method in that S-N properties of 
unnotched material are not required . 
WhUe the present program is limited to 7075-T6 aluminum alloy, applic- 
abtlity to other materials is highly probable in view of the preponderous data support 
for many materials of the basic NASA Lewis method (Ref. 1, 2). 
2 
. 
2 TESTPROGRAM 
The material for the specimens used in this program was nominally 0.050 in. thick 
7075-T6 aluminum alloy. Yield strength varied between 74,500 psi and 79,600 psi 
for an average of76,OOO psi. Ultimate strength varied between 82,900 psi and 
86,700 psi for an average of 84,000 psi. Average elongation and reduction in 
area were 11.1 percent and 26.4 percent, respectively. 
shown in Table I. 
Mechanical properties are 
SPECIMENS 
Notched and unnotched specimens w e r e  made according to the sketches shown in 
Figure 1. The end holes shown were not used for reacting the cyclic load. Being 
located along the  centroidal loading axis, their  purpose was  for aligning the 
specimen in the end clamping fixtures prior to clamping. In all cases, special 
care was exercised in finishing the edges of the unnotched specimens, using a 
150-grit emery paper paper. All polishing operations were in the direction of the 
specimen longitudinal axis . Previous experiments have shown that finishing in 
this manner provides the same fatigue life as that obtained for specimens having 
a final buffing. Tensile tests were made using MIL-151 specimens. 
FIXTURES 
Two fLxtures were used for providing lateral support during compressive loading-- 
one for mnotched specimens and the other for notched specimens. The fixture for 
notched specimens had a 3/ 8 in. diameter hole near the center to permit visual 
inspection for cracks during test; otherwise, both -res were the same. An 
0.0015 clearance along the test section was provided by shimming the grip ends 
prior to tightening, using an 0.0015 feeler gage to check clearance after securing.. 
A s  previously discussed, aligning was achieved by preload@ the specimen 
through the end holes and ti@enhg the end-grips while the preload was main- 
tained. A schematic of the support fixtures is shim in Figure 2. 
TESTING MACHINES 
Tensile Tests 
Tensile tests were made in a Tinius-Olsen mechanical 
testing, using a strain rate of 0.005 inch per inch per minute. 
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Fatigue Tests 
Fatigue tests for lives in excess of 10,000 cycles were usually made in 
a Sonntag constant-load type fatigue testing machine. For lives of below 10,000 
cycles (in some cases above) a TatnaU-Budd hydraulically operated fatigue test- 
ing machine w a s  used. 
while 5 cps was used for the Tatnall-Budd machlne. A l l  fatigue testing machines 
were calibrated at 6 month intervals. 
Rate of load& for the Sonntag machine was 1750 cpm, 
Cracks tn notched specimens were detected visually, using a law power 
magnifying glass as  an aid. The procedure was to test one specimen to failure 
without crack observations and subsequently make Observations a t  from 6 to 
10 percent increments of the falling life, start- a t  fif ty percent of fatling ltfe. 
Several atds were used, including diecheck, crack wires; however, 
cracks which were detected in this manner were also visible to the naked eye. 
Jnvesttgation with eddy-current shaved promise; however, this required removal 
of the lateral support ffxture and was considered more work than it was worth. 
Comparative tests with diecheck showed no effect on fatigue ltfe; hawever, the 
use of die-check was discontinued because it was no more effective than inspection 
with magnifying glass. 
TEST RESULTS 
Tensile Tests 
Results of tensue tests are  presented in Table I and a stress-strain 
curve for 7075-T6 aluminum alloy is given in Figure 3.  Average properties 
a re  a s  follow: 
Ultimate strength . . . 84,000 psi 
Yield strength (0.2%) . , 76,000 psi 
Elongation . . . . ll.1 percent 
Reduction in area . . . 26.4 percent 
Fatigue Tests 
Data for unnotched specfrnens are presented In Table D and graphs 
of maximum stress versus cycles to failure are  presented tn Figure 4 for R = 0, 
-0.5 and -1. 
of maximum stress versus cycles to first crack or  fa€lure are  presented in 
Figures 5 and 6. 
Data for notched specimens a re  presented in Table 111 and graphs 
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Figure 3. Stress-Strain Curve for 7075-T6 Aluminum Alloy 
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3. THEORY AND OMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND TEST LIVES 
SMITH METHOD 
The method of predict@ fatigue life known as the Smith method (Ref. 3 and 4) 
is in reality not a method of predicting fatigue life at all. Rather, it is a method 
of using a constant-amplitude fatigue test of a part or structure to determine the 
stress range at the point of crack initiation. Knowing the stress range, it is then 
possible to use S-N data for unnotched specimens of the same material to predtct 
Ue of the part for other i d s ,  being ca reh i  to include effects of residuai stresses 
while us- the stress range to prorate stresses for other loads. Since loads can 
be prorated dtrectly, there is no need to know nominal stress nor stress concen- 
tration. However, a family of S-N curves for unnotched material is needed. 
The S-N curves of Figure 4 for unnotched specimens are replotted in 
Figure 7 with fractional stress ratios interpolated between R = -1 and R = 0 above 
the proportional limit. A line representing the maximum stress attainable at a 
concentration is also shown, the development of which is descrKbed In References 
3 and 4. In essence, the cutoff represents the maximum stress attainable at the 
concentration by virtue of the local strain being limited by the strain away from 
the concentration stLU in the elastic range. Thus , a notched specimen cycled at 
a loading ratio of zero (ratio of minlmum load divided by maximum load) that fails 
after 1250 cydes exqeriences a maximum stress of 76,800 psi and a minimum stress 
which is the stress ratio (R) at the cutoff times the maximum stress which in this 
case amounts to -0.62 x 76,800 ps i  or -47,000 psi. The total stress range is the 
algebraic difference hetween maximum and mfnimum stress amounting to 124,400 psi. 
A shortcut is to perform the subtraction prior to multiplying, e.g. 1 -(-0.62) = 
1.62 which when multiplied by 76,800 p s i  equals 124,400 psi. 
Similar manipulations wUl determine stress ranges for other lives 
within the cutoff range. In each case, the negative stress ratio indicates a residual 
compressive stress (although the permanent strain may be pos€tive). The residual 
stress Is limited by the compressive yield strength of the material which, after 
yielding In tension, is reduced by the Bauschinger effect. It is assumed that a 
stress ratio of -0.9 is the limiting value in Figure 7. 
Haviw obtained the stress range for a given loading, it is a simple matter 
of prorat- for other loads to find appropriate S-N values from the unnotched data 
in Figure 7. In cases where the prorated stress range is greater than the propor- 
tional limit for the material, it is necessary to obtafn a maxlmum stress and stress 
ratio that agrees with the cutoff. For example, prorating the 124,400 psi stress 
range for loading at 80 percent of the referenced loading (the load that caused failure 
in 1250 cycles) indicates a stress range of 99,500 psi. This conforms with a max- 
imum stress of 75,600 ps i  at a stress ratio of -0.32 for a lffe of 3200 cycles as 
found in Figure 7. 
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F M Q  the appropriate maximu stress and stress ratio fs hAHtated by 
a slide rule. Setting the index of the C scale to the appropriate stress range on the 
D scale (99,500 PBf in the above example), the cursor is moved to an approximate 
rxcdmir~ stress on *e E scale and the stress ratio is found by sumacting 1 (one) 
from the reading 011 the CI scale. It is necessary to make adjustments where the 
comblned readings do not agree with the cutoff. The direction for adjustment is 
easily found by inspection, e.g.,  a stress which is too low will indicate a stress 
ratio which is also too low and vice versa (low being more negative). 
Using the procedures described above, predictions were made for cycles 
to first crack and cycles to failure for notched specimens cycled at  R = 0. Referenced 
and 40,000 psi. 
and 9 (failure) where average predictions a re  shown a s  circles. Ticks indicate 
spread between predictions. Where no ticks are shown, the spread falls within 
the circle. The same procedure is used whether predictions are to first crack 
or  to failure, the difference being that referenced lives a re  based on average life 
to first crack or failure a s  the case may be. 
li-c .-- were t&n from Ffg2re 5 2s those correspGiid!Eg xi& strcsses of 50,000, 50,000, 
Comparisons with test lives a re  made in Figures 8 (first crack) 
No predictions were made for R = -1 as the Smith method is inapplicable 
to complete reversals of stress,  life in the plastic range being more strain depend- 
ent than stress dependent. 
NASA LEWIS METHOD 
Equation (l), hereinafter noted as the NASA Lewis method, was used in ccmjunction 
with strain concentrations which were derived using Stowell's equation 6 
with the unnotched 
data from Figure 4 for stresses causing plastic deformation. A concentratton 
factor (KJ of 2.56 was used elsewhere (Ref. 5). Predictions a re  compared with 
test lives Ln Figure 10 for loading at  R = -1. 
On the assumption that a reference short life test could be used to establish 
a strain range from which other lives could be predicted (as the Smith method uses 
stress range), Equation (1) was used to make predictions to first crack using ref- 
erence lives corresponding to nominal stressing of 30, 40, and 50 KSI at R = -1. 
These are  also shown in Figure 10. Predictions to failure were  also made; however, 
agreement was no better than to first crack so prorating stress ranges was abandoned 
for reverse loading. 
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MODIFIED NASA LEWIS METHOD 
Equation (1) relates fatigue life to strain range for reverse loading. It assumes a 
knowledge of the nominal strain and strain concentratlon. While provfding excellent 
agreement with test data for many materials (Ref. 1, 2), Equation (l) is limited in 
that it applys to reverse laadhg only. Inasmuch as  most aerospace components are 
subjected to various types of loading, of which reversed is but one, it would be de- 
sirable to obtain a relationshtp (or relationships) applicable to all types of loading. 
It would also be desirable to use a reference fatigue datum point (as in the Smith 
method). This would enable predicting S-N characteristics of a part given conven- 
tional tensile properties of the material and a single datum point representing the 
short life fatigue strength of the part. A s  in the Smith method, a life short enough 
to ensure some localized plastic strain is desirable to relieve fabrication stresses; 
e. g. , fabrication stresses usually vary for identical parts. 
According to a Goodman diagram, a relationship exists between lives for 
reversed loading and loading at other stress ratios, static tensile ultimate strength 
of the material being a parameter common to a l l  ratios. 
has been found wanting in many instances, a glance at the S-N curves in Figure 4 
indicates that some kind of relation should exist between life, maximum stress, and 
stress ratio. 
While the Goodman diagram 
Data from Figure 4 are plotted in the form of constant-lifetime curves in 
Figure II, using semi-log graph paper so that maximum stress is s h m  on the log 
scale and stress ratio on the linear scale. Note that the graphs a re  nearly parallel. 
Considering the stress range for R = -1 to be 2 (r -, , an average ratio of the 
stress range for R = 0 divided by the stress range for R = -1 turns out to be abaut 
u. n 7  
cycles) to stress ranges, an expression for R = 0 can be had by simply multiplying 
the coefficients on the right of Equation (1) by 0.7 so that the followtng equation 
results: 
A s s - m i n g  die straiii riiiiges die pr~p~i t i imi i i  ( a ~  leaat b t w e e z i  5 x io4 rind 10 7  
2.45 u u  0.70 
= + N P . 6 - - *  (3) 
Relations for any other stress ratio can be found in a similar manner; however, 
the maximum stresses of Figure Jl must be multiplied by a factor representing the 
algebraic dmerence between maximum stress and minimum stress for the appro- 
priate stress ratio. For R = -0.5 this factor would be 1 -(-0.5) o r  1.5. 
Graphs for R = 0 and R = -1 are  presented in Figure 12. 
Equation (3) is inapplicable where much plastic deformation takes place 
since the strain cycle for R = -1 cmtinues to increase while that for R = 0 is more 
or  less limited by the elastic component of strain after the first cycle. This is 
shown in Figwe 13 which is a reproduction of a load-strain diagram taken directly 
from the testing machine. Each broad line represents ten cycles after which load 
is raised and cycling repeated at the higher load. 
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While it would be possible to project the curve for R = 0 (Equation 1) to 
shorter l ives  by using empirical data in conjunction with Equation (l), such a man- 
for the Smith method, tk stress range (and presumably the strain range) takes on 
characteristics of partially reversed stressing when yielding occurs at the notch. 
Accordingly, strain ranges for lives of fewer than lo4 cycles (say 5 x Id cycles for 
good measure) should fall between the curves described by EQuations (1) and (2). 
;m-..1 ~ u i p u a u u u  -G--. ...-.. w u u u  1A LA wz of i i ~  d t i e  f o i  piedictiiig live3 of i i o t ~ h ~ d  s ~ c i m e i i s .  AS Shown 
With the object of finding a locus of s t ra in  ranges which would permit 
prorating loads for predicting fatigue life (as in the Smith method), a straight line 
ctarrhg zt Em cydes a d  strzin, rmme sf 0.E5 (Ref. Fig. 12) which intercepted the 
data. Predictions are compared with test data in Figures 14 and 15. Here, Equation 
(2) was used to predict lives where prorated strain ranges fell below 0.006, the 
straight line for larger strain ranges. The  black triangles represent average pre- 
dictions based on reference strain ranges corresponding to 60, 50, and 40 KSI 
loading. 
was from 1.3 x 10 6 cycles, based on 60 KSI loading, to 1.5 x lo6 cycles when estimates 
were based on the strain range at 40 KSI. 
curve for R = 0 (Equation 2) at 5 x 10 B cycles provided excellent agreement with test 
Ticks for variations in predictions are not shown as the worst discrepancy 
A s  an illustrative example, the life to ffrst crack of notched specimens 
(average) is 1250 cycles when loaded at R = 0 to an average P/ A stress of 60, OOO psi. 
Find life to first crack when loaded as follows: 50, OOO, 40,000, 30, OOO and 
20, OOO psi. From F€gure 12, we And the strain range to be 0.0157 for 1250 cycles 
which when prorated for the deslred load values yield the following predictions: 
LMd--R = 0 Prorated Predicted Average Test 
(P/A stress) Strain Range Life (cycles) Life (cycles) 
60,000 0.0157 (from Flg. 12) 1250 (glven) 1250 
50,000 0.0131 2700 2700 
40, OOO 0.0104 6500 6500 
30,000 0.0078 17,000 17,000 
20, OOO 0.0052 llo, 000 160 , 000 
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4 DISCUSSION 
The abject of using referenced test datum points far  fatlgue lffe prediction is to 
establish either a stress range or strain range from which remaining S-N or strain- 
N values can be predicted. By combining the NASA Lewis and Smith methods, an 
ultimate objectlve is to predict fatigue life of a part, given only static tensile proper- 
ties of the material and a sLngle datum point representing the life of the part in the 
short life ranges. This would elminate the need for s t r e s s  Concentration, nominal 
stress, and elrperfmental S-N curves for the material o r  part. 
While good agreement between predictims and test life was had by us@ 
either the Smith method or the Modified NASA Lewls methud for loading at R = 0, 
there was a dec€ded lack of agreement for cycling at R = -1 (Ref. Fig. 10). While 
test data appear somewhat high in the long life region, this is not an explanatbn for 
predictions being very dependent on choice of origlnal test datum pohts. By contrast, 
variatians in predictlons with assumed datum points were snrprisfngly smal l  fo r  
cycling at R = 0 as shown in Figures 8 and 9 (Smith method) and in 14 and 15 (Mod- 
ified NASA Lewis method). 
The above indicates a fundamental difference between cycling a t  R = 0 and 
R = -1 where plastic deformation is experienced. When cycling at R = 0, the strain 
at the cancentratton behaves elastically after a few cycles. Presumably, this is 
why loads can be prorated directly, using either stress range or strain range. In 
the case of cycling at R = -1, plastic deformation is experienced at each load reversal 
so that the straln cycling at the concentration I s  no longer dlrectly proportional to 
load. A better agreement was had using a variable strain cmcentration factor 
(Ref. 6) as shown in Figure 10; however, th€s presumes a knowledge of nominal 
stresses and concentration factors which defeats one of the purposes of this investi- 
gatim. 
24 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
A method for predicting S-N characterfstfcs of notched specimens (also applfcahZe 
to fabricated parts) was obtained for 7075-T6 aluminum alloy. Needed fnformation 
are a sfngle datum polnt representing short life fatigue strength of the specimen 
or part, and mechanical properties of the material fnvalved. Nefther nominal 
stresses nor stress concentration are required. &plfcabIlity to other materm 
fs a sllbject for further investigation. 
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TABLE I 
Mechanical Properties of 0.050-inch Thick 7075-T6 Aluminum Alloy 
0 -2% Ultimate Percent 
No. (Pa (PSI) (Percent) Area 
Specimen Offeet Strength Elongation Reduction in 
la 76,300 84,500 11.5 27.3 
lb 74,600 82,900 11.5 25,4 
2a 79,600 86,700 11.0 27.5 
2b 76,300 83,800 10.5 26.8 
3a 75,000 84,200 11.0 27.0 
3b 77,400 84,000 10.5 31.2 
4a 75,500 84,000 12.0 20.8 
4b 75, 100 83,100 11.5 24.6 
Sa 77,200 84,200 12.0 26 .1 
5b 7&300 84, OOO 10.0 31.0 
6a 77,000 84,200 U.0 28.2 
6b 77,000 84, OOO 10.5 25 .1 
7a 74,500 83,600 11.5 26.5 
7b 74,900 83,300 10.5 17.9 
8a 76,700 83,900 11.5 25.7 
8b 75,300 83,600 11.0 30-8 
Average 76,000 84,000 ll. 1 26.4 
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TABLE U 
Constant-Amplitude Data for Unnotched 0.OSO-tnch 7075-T6 - R = 0 
Maximum Cycles to Maximum Cycles to 
Failure Stre s s Fa tlure Stress 
83.0 
85 .O 
80.0 
80.0 
80.0 
75.0 
75 .O 
75 .O 
65 .O 
65.0 
65 .O 
65 .O 
60.0 
60.0 
60.0 
60.0 
55 .O 
55.0 
55 -0 
50.0 
55 .O 
55 .O 
55.0 
55 .O 
47.0 
47.0 
47.0 
3,360 
3,490 
2,985 
4,520 
6,840 
4,510 
6,330 
8,650 
18,000 
20,000 
22,000 
18,640 
19,000 
28,530 
29,930 
30,290 
33,000 
33,500 
35 , 000 
41,000 
52,000 
59,000 
65 , 000 
76,000 
59,000 
147 , 000 
298,000 
4: 0 39 , 009 
57,000 
57, OOO 
59, OOO 
70, OOO 
76,000 
134,000 
152,000 
259,000 
291 , 000 
625,000 
929 , 000 
1,367,000 
44 .O 
42.5 
40 .O 
40 .O 
40 .O 
40 .O 
40.0 
35 .O 
1,383,000 
76,000 
93 , 000 
620,000 
10,000, ow 
12 , 141, O W  
12,941, O W  
10,183, OW 
+ Specimen did not fail 
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- 
a 
e 
0 
Constant -Amplitude Data foi 
Maximum Cycles to 
Stress %i3i l i iKt?  
KSI (R = -0.5) 
80.0 700 
80.0 1,080 
80.0 1,090 
80.0 I, 550 
75 .o 2,570 
75.0 2,710 
65 .O 5,000 
65 .O 6,000 
65 .O 9,000 
65.0 11,000 
55 .O 16,000 
55 .O 17,480 
55 .o 20,000 
55 .O 21,000 
55 .O 23, OOO 
45 .O 40, Ooo 
45 .o 42,000 
45 .O 45, OOO 
45 .o 47,000 
35 .O 105, OOO 
35 .O 272, OOO 
35 .O 311,000 
35 .O 373, OOO 
35 .O 1,636, OOO 
31 .O 685, OOO 
30.0 6,289,000 
30.0 16,883, O W  
30.0 l8,117,000 
TABLEII, Conrd 
Jnnotched 0.05-inch 7075-T6--R = -0.5 and R = -1 
c R = - 1  L 
ItrZexirniii-tr Cycles to Maximum Cycles to 
Stress Failure Stress Failure 
80.0 
80.0 
80.0 
80.0 
35 .o 
75 .O 
75 .O 
65 .O 
65 .O 
65 00 
65 .O 
65.0 
65 .O 
55 .o 
55 00 
55 .o 
47.5 
47.5 
47 .5 
45 .O 
45 .O 
45 -0 
45 .O 
45 .O 
42.5 
4 2  5 
42.5 
42.5 
40.0 
40.0 
40.0 
40.0 
20 
24 
50 
60 
203 
256 
488 
1,010 
2,000 
2,000 
2,880 
2,990 
5,000 
8,000 
12, OOO 
14,000 
24,000 
24,000 
25,000 
20,000 
32, OOO 
36, OOo 
37,000 
4 3 , m  
35, OOO 
39,000 
43,000 
43,000 
30,910 
32,390 
35,990 
42,990 
35 .O 
35 .O 
35.0 
35 .O 
35 .O 
35 00 
35 .O 
27.5 
27.5 
27.5 
25 -0 
25.0 
24.0 
23.0 
61,240 
7 3,570 
81,000 
81,000 
86,850 
69,520 
103,000 
468,000 
576,000 
702, OOO 
2,164,000 
5,829,000 
2,834, OOO 
15,439,000+ 
+ Specimen did not fai l  
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TABLE III 
Constant-Amplitude Data for Notched (K, = 2.6) 70715-T6 --R = - 0  
Cydes to First Crack Maximum Cycles to 
C y c b ~  to Failure Net Stress 
KSI First Crack Failure 
65 .O 
65 .O 
65 .O 
60.0 
60.0 
60.0 
60.0 
55 .o 
55 .O 
55 .O 
55 .O 
47.5 
47.5 
47.8 
47.5 
40.0 
40.0 
40.0 
40.0 
40.0 
30.0 
30.0 
30.0 
30.0 
30.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20 .o 
20.0 
17.5 
17.5 
15 .O 
790 
880 
945 
1,190 
1,190 
1,330 
1,460 
1,680 
1,800 
1,910 
2,140 
3,270 
3,270 
4,500 
5,560 
3,450 
6,000 
6,280 
7,050 
7,120 
12,400 
11,200 
14,950 
19,350 
22,520 
- - -  
47,400 
56,000 
109,700 
114,550 
746,000 --- 
---- 
1,782,000 
466,450 - -- - 
- _ -_  
850 
910 
982 
1,240 
1,240 
1,532) 
1,560 
2,000 
2,140 
2,160 
2,330 
3,370 
4,140 
4,780 
6,190 
4,870 
6,720 
7,310 
7,960 
8,640 
14,780 
16,630 
20,235 
23,560 
26,490 
54,070 
66,270 
65,000 
118,340 
126,120 
784,900 
1,251,000 
1,373,500 
1,785,000 
477,340 
205,050 
4,446,000 
0.929 
0.967 
0.962 
0.960 
0.960 
0.869 
0.936 
0.840 
0.841 
0.884 
0.918 
0.970 
0.790 
0.941 
0.898 
0.708 
0.883 
0.859 
0.886 
0.824 
0.840 
0.673 
0.739 
0.823 
0.850 
0.715 
0.862 
0.927 
0.908 
0.950 
0.998 
0.977 
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TABLEIII, Contd 
Constant-Amplitude Data for Nached (Kt = 2.6) 7075-T6 --R = -0.5 81 -0.75 
NC 
Nf 
Maximum Cycles to Cycles to 
Net Stress First Crack Failure - 
KSI R = -0.5 
73.3 70 73 0.959 
73.3 65 81 0.802 
73.3 
73.3 65 85 0.765 
84 --- 
135 - -- 66.6 
66.6 125 142 0.880 
66.6 150 152 0.987 
60.0 
60.0 
60.0 
60sO 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
210 232 0.905 
210 236 0.890 
2 l O  261 0.805 
276 -- - 
510 --- 
600 675 0.889 
600 785 0.764 
750 835 0.898 
62.8 75 82 0.915 
62.8 75 83 0.904 
62.8 80 87 0.920 
62.8 75 90 0.833 
62.8 --- 98 
8838 
c a a o \ o b  2 z" ~- d d d d d  d d d d  d d d d d d d d  
0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  m m m m  
0 0 . .  
9 0. 0. 0 0 0 . . -  9 9 9 9 9 9 9  
2 2 2 2 2 2 2  
. . . . .  
o m  
0 0 1  m c o  
d d  
2s?c 
a l n w  
0 0 0  
. . .  
ln 
8 
d 
l n O 0 O l  o o l n o o  
N O b \ D I  lna lnoo c v m c v c v l  lnlnln\oa ' 
0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0, 
d d d d d d o o  I n l n m L n l n l n l n r n  
9 9 9 9 9  
0 0 0 0 0  * * * * *  
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TABLEIII, Contd 
Constant-Amplitude Data for Notched (Kt = 2-6) 7075-T6 --R = -0.5 & -0.75 
Maximum Cycles to Cycles to 
Net Stress First Crack Failure NC 
Nf 
- 
KSI R = -0.5 
73.3 70 73 0.959 
73.3 65 81 0.802 
73.3 --- 
73.3 65 85 0.765 
84 
135 66.6 - -- 
66-6 125 142 0.880 
66.6 150 15 2 0.987 
60.0 210 232 0.905 
60.0 210 261 0.805 
60.0 210 236 0.890 
6 0 ~ 0  --- 276 
510 50.0 --- 
50.0 600 675 0.889 
50.0 600 785 0.764 
E O  835 0.898 50.0 
R = -0.75 
62.8 75 82 0.915 
62.8 75 83 0.904 
62.8 80 87 0.920 
62.8 75 90 0.833 
62.8 98 
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d d d d d  d d d d  d d d d d d d d  
- 
I 
II 
a, 
E! 
0 u 
9 9 9 9  0 0 0 0 0  . . . .  e 
0 0 0 0  m m m m  
el a c 
b o m  
0 3 1  m a  
d d  
m 
0 
Q\ 
d . . .  0 0 0  d d d d d  
' 0 0  ' 
I s a  I o o l n o o  ln\olnoo m l n m a a  
0 0 0 0 0. 0. 0. 0. 
. . . e  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  m l n r n m m m l n m  
9 9 3 9 9  
0 0 0 0 0  
* d c l * d c  
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